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BINGO! An Untapped Revenue for California Cities

I'.'iniam 8. Rumford, Jr. *
Randy H. Hamilton*

... the Legislature by statute may authorize
cities and counties to provide for Bingo games,
but only for charitable purposes.

California State Constitution
Article IV, Section 19(c).

INTRODUCTION

California local governments continue to be in competition
with state, county and federal administrations for revenue. Cities

and counties in California have faced financial shortfalls since

the state constitution was amended by Proposition 13 in 1978: "The

maximum amount of any ad valorem tax on real property (any tax
derived from the value of real property) shall not exceed one percent
of the full cash value of such property... ." ^ Proposition 4 (the
Gann Initiative), passed in 1979, limits growth in state and local

O

government spending to changes in population and inflation factors.

Propositions 5 and 6, which followed in 1982,^ repealed inheritance
tax statutes, "... it is estimated by the Legislative Analyst that

the state, general fund has lost $3 billion between 1983-99, as a
4 c

result of this measure. Proposition 58 was passed in 1986. It

allows parents to transfer real property (primary residences) to

their children without increasing the assessment in place at the

time of the transfer. "It is estimated that cities, counties

and special districts will lose a total of $17 miillion in 1988-89

and increasing amounts in subsequent years." ^ Proposition 60 was
passed by the voters in 1986. ^ It established a formula for

*William Rumford is Chief of Security, Golden Gate Bridge and Highway
Transporation District. Randy Hamilton is a Visiting Scholar at IGS.

1. State of California Constitution, Article XIII (A), Sections 1 and 2.

2. Ibid. Article XIII B, Sections 1 and 2.

3. Ibid. Article 1, Section 21.

4. League of California Cities, California Municipal Revenue Sources
Handbook. Sacrainento: (1400 K. Street). August, 1987, p. 2.

5. Op. Cit. Article XIII A, Section 2 (H)

6. Handbook, p. 3

7. Op Cit. Article XIIIA Section 2 (A).



assessing replacement value of residential property for homeowners

over age 55. "This amendment reduces property tax revenue collection

several million dollars statewide [from fiscal year 1987-88 onward]

with approximately 60 percent of the revenue loss being borne by
g

cities, counties and special districts." Proposition 62, also
9

passed in 1986 requires California local governments to obtain,

in an election called for that purpose, a majority of the popular

vote cast before increasing taxes to be used for'General Fund^pufpsses.

California county governments are also affected by the

financial consequents of these constitutional amendments. The property

tax, a substantial portion of their revenues, has been seriously

eroded particularly for justice-related programs, which experienced

a 21 percent increase between fiscal years 1985-86 and 1987-88.

Before passage of Proposition 13, counties raised about 35 percent

of their funds from property taxes. By 1987, counties were receiving

only about 25 percent from this source. While the state has moved

to assist counties and now provides about one-third of their revenue,

the shift was accompanied.by a. subsequent...!as.s..Q.f_..HD.me..Ru.l.e..an.d...th.e

ability to make decisions locally on expenditures and programs.

Valerie Raymond, former Alameda County Supervisor, believes

the state could do more to relieve the fiscal pressure on counties.

For example, the state could provide counties with more power for

raising revenues; the state could and should accept more responsibil

ity for controlling program costs (particularly those mandated on

counties by the state); and, finally, a reform of three major

state programs administered by counties -- health, welfare and
12the justice system including courts and corrections.

8. Handbook, p. 3.

9. Op. Cit. Article II, Section 8.

10. Larry E. Naake, "Justice Costs are Overwhelming Counties," California
County Magazine. Sacramento; County Supervisors Association of

California. July/August 1989. p. 1.

11. Robert Gunnison, "Many California Counties Going Broke," San
Francisco Chronicle, December 26,. 1987. Section A, p. 8.

12. Valerie Raymond, "Can Counties Survive Proposition 13?" Public
Affairs Report. Berkeley: University of California, Institute
of Governmental Studies. Vol. 29, No. 3, September 1988, p. 1.
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Edmund L. Andrews in his article "The Curse of California's
1 3Proposition 13," said the 'taxpayer's revolt' helped business while

hurting the young. He states that many local governments are imposing
much higher user fees on groups of taxpayers to finance sewers, parks,
education, general physical infrastructure and electric power.
Andrews believes businesses to be the biggest beneficiaries of

Proposition 13, not homeowners. He points out that the law curtailed

assessments.for propej^ty tax purposes on all property, not just homes,

and that there is considerably more commercial property value than

residential. Andrews cites Clarence Lo, a sociologist, whose studies

indicate that in the first five years after Proposition 13, homeowners

received only one-third of the tax relief, while owners of industrial

and commercial properties received 57 percent of the benefits. Andrews

states that home buyers are hurt by property taxes because homes purchased

after 1978 pay taxes based on current market values. Homeowners occupying

homes purchased before 1978 pay property taxes based on the 1975

assessment. With the increase fn" home prices" since iS"78-,-1:he~ df'SpaTi-tTes

are huge. Andrews cites Jeff Reynolds, Head of Research, California

State Board of Equalization, who says that pre-proposition 13 homeowners

pay one-quarter to one-third the property tax rates of more recent

home buyers.

Cities have sought to relieve some of their revenue problems

through the user fees or impact fees on new homes. These fees have

been soaring. In 1983, they averaged $5,700 per single family dwelling.

By 1987 they increased to $11,807, more than doubling in five years,

according to the National Association of Home Builders.Cities now

often demand that developers build and pay for parks, schools and

other infrastructure improvements. Andrews sess this as unfair in

the belief that the combination of higher property tax assessments

and higher impact fees causes new home owners to subsidize a low-taxed

'gentry,' and concludes that Proposition 13's most perverse effect

13. Edmund E. Andrews,"The Curse of California's Proposition 13"
New York Times, June 17, 1988, Section 1, p. 35.

14. Ibid.



has been to stimulate a bias toward shopping malls and hotels over

much-needed housing. Shopping malls generate the statewide 6 percent

sales tax, state-collected and locally shared. Hotels are even more

lucrative because cities can impose a transient occupancy tax which

has no upper limit other than a political one,and which now

ranges, generally, from 6 to 10 percent per room.

Andrews cites a 1988 study of the metropolitan area

of San Jose, where 24,000 new jobs were generated in 1986 and 1987,

but where only 7,500 new homes were built. The same situation plagued

Oakland, where 45,000 new jobs were created but only 17,000 new homes

built. He concludes, "In time, the twisted legacy of Proposition 13

could leave us with yet another novel idea from the nation's trendiest
15

state: apartheid, California-style."

It is clear that the recent amendments to the California

Constitution have imposed serious financial difficulty for local

governments. New revenue sources are desperately needed if California

local governments are to provide public goods and services for a

state population that increases at the rate of T,000 people a

BINGQi EUREKA!

In a search for new revenue sources for California

municipalies, we have examined bingo games and their relationships

to municipal government. We conclude that bingo could be an

important, dependable, continuous, growing source of revenue for

local governments, in the same manner and with the same rationale

that lottery is to state governments (more than half the states

now operate lotteries).

While material on lottery in the United States was

readily available, we found a paucity of information on bingo,
with the exception of Texas where there is a state-collected,

locally-shared "bingo tax," and in New Orleans which plans to

institute city-operated bingo during the last quarter of 1989.

The authors conducted an extensive library and periodical literature

search on bingo operations and found that information relating to

bingo as a lucrative source of revenue for California municipalites

was not extant. What information we could find focused primarily

on abuses that had come to the attention of law enforgement or



or other public agencies for non-compliance with,state laws or alleged
outright thievery (skimming). To overcome scholarly inactivity or
consideration of bingo as a revenue source for cities, a first-time-
ever-in California survey questionnaire was devised, distributed and

tabulated. We solicited and received the cooperation of the League
of California Cities in the endeavor.

Survey Questionnaire

After pre-testing, the survey questionnaire was designed
to receive information and data from local governments regarding
their relationship with bingo operators for the fiscal year 1988.
The questionnaire focused on examining bingo administration and the
revenue generated from the games at the city level. We chose four

major areas for survey and analysis:

1) The issuing of permits and identification of
the local government agency responsible for
their issuance.

2) The kind of financial reporting required; and,
if so required how many bingo operators did.

3) How were proceeds and revenue receipts from
bingo operations reported; and if required
how many dollars were involved.

4) How law enforcement agencies monitored bingo
games; and, if they were, under what circumstances.

Because our research was deemed to be of such potential

signifigance for municipal revenue, the complete, willing and

continual cooperation of the League of California Cities (LCC) was

given to the effort. To be of most assistance to LCC the analysis

of the results was compiled on the basis of the areal Divisions

of LCC, further grouped into five major regions:

Region A: Northern California
Redwood Empire

Region B: San Francisco Bay
Eeastbay
Peninsula

Monterey Bay
Sacramento Valley
Central Valley

Region C: Channel Counties
San Joaquin Valley



Region D: Los Angeles County
Inland Empire
Orange County

Region E: San Diego County
Imperial County.

The questionnaire was mailed on September 29, 1988

to the then 499 municipality members of LCC (currently 451).

Three hundred and twenty six were returned -- a remarkable

73 percent response rate evidencing the intense interest in

and necessity for the development of new municipal revenue sources

in California. LCC provided a cover letter to the questionnaire

signed by Don Benninghoven, Executive Director, League of California

Cities. It requested the cooperation of municipal administrators

receiving it. Much of the success in response rate is attribu

table to the cover letter.

A copy of the questionnare is included and shown

as Appendix "A".

The overall survey results are tabulated in Table 1.,

which follows the questionnaire as Appendix "B".

The reported bingo proceeds and city revenue tabulates

.he data in an arrangement to comport with the LCC regions. It
is shown following Table 1., as Appendix "C".

Analysis of Questionnaire Results

Utilizing the reported data contained in the referenced

appendices, we now address the four major areas which were examined

in the survey: (1) Issuing permits to operate bingo games; (2)
Financial reported required; (3) Proceeds from bingo operations
and municipal revenues (if any) from them; and, (4) Monitoring
activities to ensure bingo is played in accordance with the

state constitution and applicable lav/s, court decisions and

municipal ordinances.

Issuing Permits

It is only through the issuance of permits to operate
bingo games that municipalities have any "handle" on them. Two

hundred and forty six, 90 percent of the 273 cities in which

bingo was acknowledged to be played require permits. Twenty
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seven (lO'O do not even require permits. Consistently throughout
the five regions, those municipalities not requiring a permit

have populations of less than 150,000. One may assume that

the rationale for this is that the games are believed to be played

on a small scale, in accordance with law, and are therefore

easily controlled or present no problems; or, at least, none

that have been brought to the attention of relevant authorities.

The municipal departments most often responsible for

the issuance of permits is surprisingly, not law enforcement

agencies but Finance Departments which issued 102 permits

(42c) in the fiscal year 1987-88. Law enforcement agencies

issued 63 permits (25%) in the same fiscal year. The remainder

of the permits were issued by various departments, by the city

clerk, by the city manager, or by the city governing body

i tself.

There is no distinct patter»/within or between regions

that could lead to a conclusion that there is anything approaching

statewide uniformity in the issuance of permits, despite their

being a common, continuous administrative procedure. Bingo

permits were issued during fiscal 1987-88 at the rate of 5.8

permits issued for every eight hour working day! The analysis

of this data conclusively confirms the theory that the recrea

tional game of bingo is popular,^growing ever more popular and

a major source of recreational gaming activity among adults in

California.

The research findings which show that law enforcement

and finance department agencies generally have the responsibility

is signifigant when we consider the accountability factors involved

in operating bingo games and the need to ensure that organized crime

does not infiltrate bingo operations. While it may be reassuring

to know ~hat some municipalities already have a checking system in

place, additional resarch needs to be undertaken to determine the

efficiency of current operational procedures.

Literature and periodical research identified only a

few instances of non-compliance with laws governing bingo games, not producing
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varifiable evidence that bingo was, as yet, attracting organized

crime on a large scale.

Financial Reporting

One hundred twelve (41%) of the municipalities reporting

require financial reporting. The majority of the municipapalities,

161 (59%) have no reporting mechanism in place. Of the 112 that

"require" financial reporting, only 61 (54%) actually received

financial reports from bingo operators in fiscal year 1987-88.

This raises two basic public policy questions; First, how much

of the revenue are the municipalities losing to which they are

entitled? Secondly, how much of the bingo proceeds are actually

going back into the communities for "charitable purposes" in conformance

to the state constitution and statutes and local ordinances which

must be only for such specific purposes?

Of those municipalities requiring financial reporting.

Regions B and D received reports from bingo operators at approximately

the same rates as the regions did overall -- 52 percent and 54 percent

respectively. Regions C and E had a slightly higher rate -- 60 percent

and 66 percent respectively. Region A had a slightly lower rate -- 40 percent.

California municipal governments would be well advised to

require financial reporting from bingo operators and to monitor those

reports, check them for accuracy and otherwise institute accountability

processes, to make certain of compliance with the purposes for which

bingo games may be legally operated. Not only is the lack of

financial reporting a serious problem, but the opportunity for unde

sirable elements to take over and manipulate the games for non-

charitable purposes is always present. Bingo games are highly

profitable and lucrative. Local governments should view them as

such. Regions B, D and E show substantial proceeds from bingo

operators who do report. However, their aforementioned reporting

levels are signif"'qantly lower than good public administration would

seem to demand. is lends additional support to our conclusion

that municipalities need to improve enforcement of the reporting

requirements to truly ascertain the actual proceeds and ultimate

destination of those dollars taken in from bingo operations.
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Proceeds Reported and Revenue Received

Whereas only 61 [22%) of the 273 municipalities with

bingo games received reports for bingo operations and these reported

proceeds totaling $140 million for the fiscal year 1987-88, standard

statistical projections conservatively show total gross income figures

on a statewide basis to be between $450 million and $500 million

from bingo operations in the 273 municipalities reporting the games

within their borders. Surprisngly and despite the huge amounts of

money involved only 25 percent (1 of 4) of the reporting municipal

ities received any revenue from bingo games. Most of what was re

ceived as municipal revenue came from relatively small fees for

issuing permits to operate the games. The total amount of revenue

received by the municipalities was $1,302,284 or less than one

percent of the amount of proceeds reported by bingo operators who

may or may not have reported accurately since no municipality

reported a mechanism in place to audit the gross financial take

from the game.

If gross proceeds (exclusive of prize money and operating

expenses) are conservatively projected to total at least $450 million

a year, by dividing the calendar year into 260 working days and

8 hours a v/orking day, the daily proceeds from bingo games being

played in the 273 municipalities would be $1,730,769! Dividing

this amount by the 273 cities would give each municipality a

daily revenue of $6,340 or $1,648,350 for 260 working days, if

the municipality operated the games.

Monitoring Bingo Games

The research reveals that a majority of the cities

lack adequate monitoring processes of bingo games to assure com

pliance with local and state law. Of the 273 municipalities reporting,

one hundred and twenty two (45':-) monitored the games. One hundred and

fifty one (555) did not. Regions D and E were at a slightly higher

rate in monitoring the games — 54'- and 61: respectively. Region

B was on a par with the overall results. Region A, again, was at

a signifigantly lower rate -- 185. Regions C and A which require

monitoring of bingo games at a rate lower than the overall rate



are conimunities with small populations. These cities may well

operate under the assumption that because of their relatively

smaller size, they are able to control the operations without

formal procedures.

While the games are monitored at an overall rate of

45 percent, the majority of municipalities seem to monitor them

only when some irregularity is brought to their attention. It

would be wise for municipalities to consider processes for closer
monitoring of bingo operations in their cities. State laws, as
outlined in the Penal Code, set forth the parameters for operating
bingo games. These, in conjunction with local ordinances, provide
protection from undesirable elements infiltrating bingo operations
only if close monitoring were more the rule than the exception it
now is.

The Question of Raising Municipal Revenue by Gaming

C1 early» Califoraia municipal governmeats-have-diffic-u-lty-.-
generating revenues for maintaining, improving or implementing
necessary and requested public programs. Recent conssitutional

amendments have imposed severe restrictions on local government's
ability to obtain required revenues. City legislators and adminis
trators necessarily continue to seek creative methods for generatina
revenue for existing "bread and butter" programs let alone responding
to community pressures for more social (charitable) programs.

Lottery as a source of revenue for government in the
United States is as old as the history of the nation. Early-on
we raised revenue for public projects and military purposes. In
recent years more than half the states (27) have implemented
lottery games to increase revenue for specified purposes. Lottery
payoffs have increased in amounts reaching middle eight digit
ranges which, of course, stimulates the public's interest in oamino.
Some predicted that state lotteries would not maintain a high level
of public interest very long and that the states would experience
lotteries as an unreliable source of revenue. There is no evidence
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that the prediction is coming true. The California state lottery
has met, and in some instances surpassed its anticipated receipts.

Gambling casinos and sports betting are becoming more
popular throughout the nation. Las Vegas and Atlantic City continue

to increase their gambling take even though lotteries were supposed
to impact their operations. Government run lotteries are the rule

in the vast majority of countries in the world. Card rooms in

which various forms of card games are played for money are common in
California cities including Emeryville and Hayward in the San Francisco
Bay Area. The Oregon Lottery, in 1989, commenced statewide betting
on national Football League games,..as an apendage to the usual

lottery operations.

Offtrack betting in California and elsewhere is another

growing legal gaming activity. It allows the gambler to bet at one

location even when the race is run in another state. Included with

offtrack betting is sports betting that allows gamblers to bet on and

watch professional sporting, e.ven.ts. ,el..s.ewhe.r.e,......Rewsj3ape.rs..caxr^^

the daily odds on professional sporting events played throughout

the country. A number of states are researching the feasibility

of casino and sports betting theaters that could generate more

revenue. One state has started gaming activity on a Mississippi

Rieverboat.

Cingo games in California continue to be a popular

recreational gaming activity and a profitable source of revenue for

charitable and nonprofit organizations. Games are operated by the
11private sector by them. Frank J. Fahrankopk, Jr., writes;

Most states specifically allow bingo
for church or charitable functions and
bingo is gaming. Nobody in those states
sees a threat from bingo. Bingo does not
cause moral rot; it does not turn people
into 'amusement junkies.' It does not
cause rising hemlines, bathtub gin or
close dancing. It is a personal decision
whether or not to play bingo.

15. David Weinstein and Lillian Deitch, The Impact of Legalized Gambling:
The Socio-Economic Consequences of Lotteries and Offtrack Betting.
New York: Praeger Publishers, 1974, p. 49.
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Mr. Lee Marsh, a principal with the Berkeley Jewish

Community Center in Berkeley, was inte viewed by one of the authors

regarding bingo games sponsored by thet organization to raise revenue

for its charitable activities. The organization is only one of five

that regularly sponsors bing games at one location in the city.

Marsh believes that the group of five organizations sponsoring bingo
games could generate approximately $6 million a year, if properly

1 f)and agressively marketed.

Marsh states that as a result of a reduction in available

funds during the Reagan Administration, many nonprofit (charitable)
organizations have successfully turned to bingo to generate revenues
for their programs. He sees bingo as providing a service to the

community with the revenues dedicated to social welfare programs.
He remarked that one of the nonprofit organizations in the group
of five raised sufficient revenue to maintain two public camps
for young children that the City of Berkeley was unable to fund.

Our proposal''to"ins'tifu't'e "liiutiicTpaTTy" spbnsor^^^
games could generate the same political arguments for and against
the issue in a fashion similar to those during the campaign to
amend the constitution to permit a state lottery. City council persons
may want to place the matter before the voters, rather than risk the

political heat by voting for or against the issue without the presentation
of the issue, paralleling the balloting on the state lottery. Arguments
favoring the matter might include increased revenue for funding
requested social programs, cultural events, housing for the homeless,
child care, battered women centers, senior citizen facilities, substance
abuse centers, day-care facilities and a vast range of "charitable"
or other social selfare programs.

Arguments against city sponsored bingo games would include
the "morality" of gaming, the issue of local government "promoting"
gambling, and whether cities should encourage what some have called

16. Lee Marsh, Berkeley California Jewish Community Center, was
interviewed by one of the authors on April 18, 1989.
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self-destructive behavior" as well as the notion that publicly
sponsored gaining activities are a form of regressive taxation.The
benefits of more revenue for social programs have to be weighed
against the possible disadvantages.

Whicker and Areson in their article "For a U.S. Lottery,"
posit persuasive arguments which allay the contentions that gaming
is immoral, promotes compulsive gambling and is a form of regressive
taxation. They suggest that gaming activities such as bingo or lotteries
provide: 1) A productive revenue source; 2) "Rewards by chance,"
a practice which already permeates society in the sports arena
in organized religion and in government; 3) A chance at wealth for
the poor, which "lottery-by-birth" denied them.

Because California is the only state where horse-racing
and parimutual betting is allowed every day of the year, in researching
bingo the authors also examined horse-racing at Golden Gate Fields
in Albany, California. This legal gaming activity draws participants
from the same San Francisco _Bay. Area .comm.uni.ties...a.s_bing.Q_,3ame,s_......
During the period May 10-14, 1989, 68,673 people wagered $13,886,369

18at the track. This is an average of $202.00 wagered per person
for those racing days. In considering the "regressive taxation"
argument, it should be pointed out that there is no socio-economic

level stricture put on entering the track. People from lower

socio-economic levels are well known to frequent racetracks or
take a bus to Reno, Tahoe or Las Vegas to pursue gaining activities

i'.there and then come home to play bingo at their churches or

synagogues. Regardless of socio-economic status, individuals will

apparently gamble if they have the means to do so. It is doubtful

if any reader of this paper has not gambled in the recent past.
In March, 1989, the Tennessee Supreme Court ruled that

state laws authorizing bingo games violated that state's constitution.

17. Whicker, "For a U.S. Lottery," Mew YOrk Times, p. 23.
18. "Golden Gate Fields Results," San Francisco Examiner, May

14, 1989, Section C.
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It is estimatsd that $13 million was lost by charitable organizations
for their programs. As do many Californians who travel to another

state to engage in gaming, Tennesseeans are now going to the bordering
states of Alabama, Kentucky and North Carolina to play bingo.

Tennessee State Senator Steve Cohen has said "If the Legislature
succumbs to the pressure and kills what are basically recreational

things and legitimate charitable operations, they are going to have
people throwing hard matzoh balls, rosary beads and cellos at them

when they go back to their Districts."

In their book, Weinstein and Deitch provide a summary
of the characteristics of various forms of gambling of which a
municipally sponsored bingo operation would have the following:
(1) Low investment; (2) Low operator risk; (3) High net profit;
(4) Ashort set-up time; (5) Few 'social problems;' (6) Few
law enforcement problems and (7) Few control problems.

L.egal, Logical and Lucrative

California local governments must become more aggressive
in seeking solutions to their revenue shortfalls. The state con
stitution and laws which govern bingo games simply require that
organizations which operate bingo games be a nonprofit or charitable
group. Incorporated municipalities are nonprofit and many of their
social programs are "charitable" as defined by California law.
Currently, at least one publicly sponsored bingo game exists in
California. The New Haven Unified School District in Union City
receives bingo proceeds from the New Haven Schools Foundation,
specifically created to generate revenue for the school district's
educational programs and facilities. This approach allows the
school district and its pupils to enjoy the benefits derived from
bingo revenues. To date, there has been no controversy or public
hue and cry over this recreational gaming activity there.

It is legal, logical and lucrative for municipal
governments to generate additional revenue and to capitalize on
the recreational activity of bingo. They are an accepted form

Weinstein ..., op.cit. p. 47.
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of recreational gaming in religious organizations and take place
in churches and synagogues regularly. So, no organized objections

.could be sustainable from organized religions. Increasingly,

charitable, nonprofit and Indian tribes are getting into the

act. We conclude that state law is not "fuzzy" on the matter.

If policy-makers at the local level think it is, it would be

a simple matter to enlarge on the current body of law governing

the games -- the more especially so as the State Legislature is

constantly being beseached by them to allow greater flexibility

in raising local revenues. Approval of municipally-sponsored

bingo games would be a facile way to relieve some of the almost daily

pressure for that.

Municipally operated bingo games would minimize the

opportunity for skimming and the chances of bingo games being

operated by organized crime. After one investigation by the

Alameda County District Attorney's Office a few years ago, it

was alleged that .SlO million was "skimmed" from just one bingo

parlor in Oakland. This was money taken out of the'"city"and"

sent elsewhere. $10 million would alleviate many community

social welfare (charitable) and cultural problems in Oakland.

Municipally sponsored bingo games would not only

provide financing for social, cultural and charitable needs,

:)but would do so in a much more controlled environment. The

state of California has lottery to supplement its education

.costs. Local governments should have bingo games to supplement

their social welfare costs.

There is no doubt that bingo games are an attractive

and lucrative gaming activity. The 61 municipalities reporting

a total of $104 million in proceeds received by bingo operators

reflects the potential available to municipalities that might

opt to operate bingo games. Even with a reported $104 million,

our research shows a definite lack of accountability concerning

the true take of games now going on in California. At present,

cities simply have no idea of the total amount being wagered

on bingo within their borders.
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For those municipalities which choose not to operate bingo

games, there still remains the problem of how bing game proceeds are reported.

Out questionnaire revealed that only 41 percent of the local governments in

California that issue permits require reporting of proceeds. Of the 40 percent

that do have such requirements, barely over half (54.) complied with their

own requirements. The 61 cities that have reporting requirements reported

a total of approximately $140 million in the 1987-88 fiscal year; or

$2,229,5000 for each municipality which repeived a report of proceeds.

If the 61 cities collected even the one percent of gross proceeds over
20$5,000 revenue, as permitted by state law, then each municipality

would average $22,900 in revenue a year. If municipalities operated

bingo games they would, have total control over the income and

charitable purpose distribution of the gross proceeds.

It should be noted that the ±$140 million reported by bingo

operators represents proceeds reported to only twenty two percent

of the municipalities where bingo games are known to be operating.

A conservative projection suggests that the average municipality

could expect to realize gross proceeds to be used for charitable and

welfare purposes of their-own choice in-the-ametir^t -of--S2-.-8--m-l-l-i-0fv

a year. But, only if they operated the games themselves.

MAKING IT HAPPEN: A PROPOSED SCHEMATA

A municipality considering bing should first do some public

policy analysis, including a cost/benefit study. It should include re

viewing current expenditures for social welfare and cultural programs

to determine if these could be financed by bingo games. The the extent

that these programs were removed from the General Fund budget, it v^/ould

remove those funds from the Gann Limit which currently restricts many

cities from additional spending. To illustrate the potential, we present

a prof-forma budget of bingo operations for the fictitious California

City of Creativity.

The city should own and operate a building that accomodates

a minimum of 500 persons, seated comfortably. This facility could be used

during the day for senior citizens or other social programs during

daylight hours when bingo would not be played.

19. California Penal Code, Section 326.5 (1) (2) "... one percent
monthly, [derived from bingo gam.es] shall be collected by a city
or county issuing the license ... ."



State law prohibts individuals from being paid out of

bingo proceeds. However, municipalities are in a position to pay
employees out of the General Fund or a newly created Enterprise
Fund, by^placing bingo receipts in a separate account as required
by law.

To assure the use of proceeds for charitable and welfare

purposes and to cement community support for bingo operation, we

suggest the creation of a Council of Community Organizations to

review social programs and the community or nonprofit organizations
that request funding from the city. The Council of Community

Organizations would be a voluntary advisory group to the City
Council, Mayor or City Manager. Members of the Council would

be selected from community or service organizations engaged in

charitable activities. The Council would advise city councils

and municipal administrators on which community service or

cultural programs have met their goals and objectives for the

previous fiscal year, in consideration, of continued^

Its recommendations for funding would go to the governing body

for final action and, in the process, do a good deal to improve

public participation in the decision-making processes. It

would enhance citizen participation but the final funding decisions

would rest with the city council, which would be in ultimate control

of the bingo game proceeds. The Council of Community Organizations

would remove much of the pressure elected officials currently

receive from community groups for program funding.

There is no question that the data generated by our

research on bingo games in California warrants consideration of

municipally sponsored bingo games. In exploring that possibility

we conclude that there is a potentially large revenue source that

is not being tapped. It is clear that millions of dollars of

bingo proceeds are generated yearly in California, the majority

of which is not accounted for. Municipalities can correct

this shortcoming by implementing their own bingo operations.

They can partially overcome fiscal shortfalls by generating

20. California Penal Code, Section 326.5 (n)

17,



isubstantial amounts of revenue for use in the purposes defined by

law and the state constitution. Bingo games are already well-

established in many Cali. .rnia cities. It is simply a matter of

local governments taking control of an existing, lucrative

operation by paralleling the state operation of a lottery with •
a municipal one for bingo.

18.



PRO-FORMA BUDGET 19.

CITY OF CREATIVITY

Bingo games are played six nights a week from 7:00 p.m.
until 11:00 p.m., in a building that seats a minimum of
500 people. There are 23 games played each night, with
a $250 prize for each game (maximum prize amount as set
by State law) . 21

First Year Projections

Income:

Average number of players per
night = 250

Average player spends $35.00
per night (bingo and snacks)
$35.00 X 250 players $ 8,750

24 nights/month x $8,750 $210,000
12 months x $210,000
Total Income/First Year $2.520.000

Expenses:

Startup Costs:

Building acquisition/renovation $ 350,000
Equipment/Other Capital Items 100,000
Contingency Fund 50.qoq
Total Startup Costs $ 500,000

Operational Costs:
1. Cashiers (4 per night)

4x4 hours § $10.00/hr. $ 160
2. Security Guards (2 per night)

2x4 hours @ $10.00/hr. $ 80
3. Overhead: utilities,

advertising, janitorial
services, supplies $ 105

4. Management $ 200
5. Prizes - $250 per game

$250 X 23 games $ 5.750
Total Operational Costs/Night $ 6,295

24 nights/month x $6,295 $151,080
12 months X $151,080 $1,812,960

Total Expenses/First Year $2.312.960

PROJECTED NET INCOME/FIRST YEAR S 207.040

21. California Penal Code, Section 326.5(n),



20.

CITY OF CREATIVITY

Second Year Projections

Income:

Average number of players per
night = 500

500 X $35.00 $ 17,500
24 nights/month x $17,500 $420,000

X 12 months =

Total Income/Second Year $5.040.000

Expenses:

Monthly expenses $155,000
(Includes operational costs
as projected in first year,
with slight increase in costs)

12 months x $155,000
Total Expenses/Second Year $1.860.000

PROJECTED NET INCOME/SECOND YEAR " $3.1867000



APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE

Bingo continues to be an attraction throught California, even
with the successfully operated state lottery. This questionnaire
is designed to examine bingo administration and revenue generated
from the games at local government levels. Your responses to
the questions will be important in constructing an analysis
of this statewide gaming activity. Thank you for your assistance.

1. Are bingo games played for charitable purposes
within your jurisdiction? YES NO

If "Yes" please respond to the following questions.

2. Are permits issued to play bingo?YES NO

If permits are issued;

a. What agency or department has the
responsibility?

b. How many permits were issued in the
last fiscal year?

3. Does your agency or department require financial
reporting by' the bingo ope fa tors? YES" NO"

If "Yes" please respond to the following:

a. How often do you require reporting?
Annually Semi-Annually Occasionally

b. What was the total amount of income bingo
operators reported in the last fiscal year? ^

4. Does your jurisdiction receive revenue from bingo
games? YES NO

If "Yes" please show the total amount S

Does your local law enforcement agency monitor
bingo games? YES NO _

6. What is the population of your jurisdiction?

7. In which geographical division of the League of
California Cities is your city?

Please return this questionnaire in the enclosed, stamped envelope
by October 31 , 1988 ... .

21
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APPENDIX B

TABLE 1

OVERALL SURVEY RESULTS

Number of questionnaires mailed 449

Number of questionnaires returned 326 (73%)

1. Number of municipalities with bingo games 273 (84%)

2. Number of municipalities requiring a permit

to play bingo 246 (90%)

3. Number of municipalities not requiring

a permit to play bingo 27 (10%)

4. Municipal department responsible for issuing

bingo permits:

Finance 102 Community Development... 15

Police...... . . .63 City Council.'

City Clerk 41 Building Department. 1

City Manager... 17 County office 1

5. Number of bingo permits issued for fiscal year

1987-1988

6. Number of municipalities requiring financial

reporting by bingo operators.. 112 (41%)

7. Number of municipalities not requiring financial

reporting by bingo operators lei (59%)

8. Number of municipalities receiving financial reports

from bingo operators 61 (54%)



TABLE 1 (Continued)
OVERALL SURVEY RESULTS

23.

9. Number of bingo operators reporting proceeds:

Annually 45

Semi-annually 9

Other 50

Not designated 8

10. Total amount of proceeds reported by bingo

operators in 1987-1988 fiscal year

$139,836,351

(This figure represents only 61 or (23%) of the

municipalities where games were played.)

11. Number of municipalities receiving revenue from

bingo games 68 (25%)

12. Total amount of income received by municipalities

from bingo games in fiscal 1987-1988 $1,302,284

13. Number of municipalities with bingo games and a

population of: 25,000 and under 132

26,000 to 50,000 66

51,000 to 100,000 49

101,000 to 200,000 19

201,000 to 300,000 2

301,000 to 500,000 1

501,000 and over 4
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APPENDIX C

TABLE 2
REPORTED BINGO PROCEEDS AND CITY REVENUE

(Municipalities within the Regions designated by the League
of California Cities)

Region

#1
Central Valley

#2
Channel Coiinties

#3
East Bay (SF)

#4
Imperial County

Population Bingo Proceeds City Revenue
(Reported)

21,000

18,000

144,700

$ 1,900,000

300,000

3,934,596

Total $ 6,134,596

11,000

98,500

16,000

125,000

$ 1,500

2,600,000

50,000

4,700,000

Total $ 7,351,500

103,000 $ 0

108,000 0

75,000 1,587,578

Total $ 1,587,578

107,000 $ 2,224,352

28,500 700,000

Total $ 2,924,352

0

0

32,728

32,728

0

0

15,000

0

15,000

50

400

0

450

$ 36,427

0

$ 36,427
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
REPORTED BINGO PROCEEDS AND CITY REVENUE

(Municipalities within the Regions designated by the League
of California Cities)

Region

#5
Inland Empire

Population Bingo Proceeds City Revenue
(Reported)

8, 000

12,200

94,600

12,400

147,700

61,100

56,000

203,000

10,000

119,549

0

360,518

0

404,666

643,345

i;650,000

Total $ 3,188,078

#6
Los Angeles County 12,000

43,000

30,100

60,100

42,000

25,000

113,000

61,200

97,000

58,000

0

0

439,493

968,341

0

35,000

2,793,840

8,806

0

32,270

0

250

600

2,088

4,800

0

5,335

127125

25,198

165,075

250

4,263

7,174

250

0

22,638

0

900

0
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
REPORTED BINGO PROCEEDS AND CITY REVENUE

(Municipalities within the Regions designated by the League
of California Cities)

Region Population Bingo Proceeds City Revenue
(Reported)

#6
Los Angeles County
(cont'd.) 19,000 $ 28,438 $ o

25,000 60,000 250

32,000 0 50

3,361,500 45,742,241 418,134

64,900 406,142 0

59,300 63,417 0

48,000 0 50

98,000 1,141,330 0

20,600 842,400 0

50,000 0 410

15,500 420,000 1,000

42,000 0 350

67,000 500,000 300

47,800 0 300

Total $ 53,791,718 $ 621,744
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
IMPORTED BINGO PROCEEDS AND CITY REVENUE

(Municipalities within the Regions designated by the League
of California Cities)

Region

#7
Monterey Bay

#8
Northern

California

#9
Orange County

Population Bingo Proceeds City Revenue
(Reported)

29,500

10,000

35,000

100,000

$ 0

125,000

0

11,000,000

Total $ 11,125,000

50,000

5,200

104,000

242,200

48,800

200,000

12,100

90,000

45,000

54,400

Total

$ 0

83,926

2,373,930

204,444

5,688,000

95,000

20,000

375,000

996,238

$ 9,837,038

150

0

8,092

83,579

91,671

500

150

0

18,857

0

44,585

0

450

0

100

64,642
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
REPORTED BINGO PROCEEDS AND CITY REVENUE

(Municipalities within the Regions designated by the League
of California Cities)

Region Population Bingo Proceeds City Revenue
(Reported)

#10
San Francisco

(Peninsula)

#11
Redwood Empire

38,000 $ 255,171

91,200 0

45,000 80,000

732,800 7,166,387

115,000 250,000

56,900 0

Total $ 7,751,558

8,700

43,000

9,000

7,800

Total $

4,000

0

40,000

25,000

69,000

#12
Sacramento Valley 34,400

4,700

8,000

300

7,000

568,585

1, 000

0

6,465,000

0

$ 0

850

100

63,017

0

56,900

$ 120,867

0

275

0

0

275

200

0

500

48,700

300
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
I^TORTED BINGO PROCEEDS AND CITY REVENUE

(Municipalities within the Regions designated by the League
of California Cities)

Region Population Bingo Proceeds City Revenue
(Reported)

Sacramento Valley
(cont'd.) 18,000 120,000 o

65,000 200,000 0

4,000 0 100

Total $ 7,354,585 $ 49,800

#13
San Diego County 30,000 $ 0 $ 14,410

127,000 3,663,560 0

41,300 1,868,731 16,286

1,000,000 18,000,000 180,000

25,000 8,000 0

55,400 595,888 450

55,600 13,051 13,000

Total $ 24,149,230 $ 224,146

#14
San Francisco Bay 8,500 $ 0 $ 12,000

28,900 0 50

90,000 3,843,740 31,206

Total $ 3,843,740 $ 43,256
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
REPORTED BINGO PROCEEDS AND CITY REVENUE

(Municipalities within the Regions designated by the League
of California Cities

Region

#15
San Joaquin
Valley

Population Bingo Proceeds City Revenue
(Reported)

157,400

28,000

6,100

6,200

28,900

Total $

278,378

450,000

0

0

728,378

Grand Total $139,836,351

? 23,500

0

13

30

350

$ 23,893

$1,302,284
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